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Car School Driving Simulator is a new and fun game called School driving from BoomBit Games development studio game for Android, which was released for free on Google Play and has been downloaded more than 500,000 times by Android users worldwide! In the driving school Simulator, as the name means; You drive all kinds of cars and learn how to drive! All driving skills
will teach you to become a professional driver! Look out for traffic signs, traffic lights, pedestrians, pedestrians, etc. and enjoy driving. CAR DRIVING SCHOOL welcomes holiday season Santa claus is back in driving school Simulator! Together with him – a new vehicle – Santa's sleigh. And that's not all! We're ready to surprise you with a lot of cool gifts. There is a new set of
missions – santa's course – with 12 brand new tasks on four maps. California, New York and Canada are now covered in snow with holiday decorations sold out across several maps. Get behind the wheel and start your lessons in the city's most realistic driving simulator around! This is a game that will not only test your ability in controlling a car, but also require full attention to
traffic rules. Car school car redisigned! With the new update, we've changed how the game is structured. Instead of unlocking entire maps and doing all the content there you now have the option to select the mission packages that interest you most. We've also been re-inging how the garage works. Keep in mind that these changes don't affect content that you've already
unlocked in the game. The update has also introduced brand new content! A new Tokyo map is now available for fast driving. Free Roam has also been introduced as a whole new way of playing. We hope that you will enjoy all the new features and look forward to bringing new and exciting accessories to driving school in the future! This update is just the beginning! After an
exercise that will teach you all the rules in a closed training course you will enter a large, open place. Everything you've learned will be tested there in several missions that you'll approach in different cars. In addition, you can also compete with other people online in free roaming challenges! 26 UNIQUE CARS Game has a really wide selection of cars. You'll need to show off your
driving skills in several limousines, trucks, muscle cars, some 4x4s, buses and – for the top – powerful supercars. REALISTIC TRAFFIC Driving around the city is a challenge in itself, especially if you need to respond to the rules. But that's not all you're going to have to think about! The areas you're about to cross around are populated by real traffic. Don't crash! ONLINE
MULTIPLAYER FREE ROAMING MODE When you are finished with all the missions in a single player or just looking for a dose change, you can try something different in our new multiplayer mode! There you will get points to drive according to the law and collectors' allowances. Compete with other players locally or globally over the Internet and see who is the best driver! FREE
TO PLAY The Main Game Mode is 100% FREE to play, all the way through, no strings attached! Additional game modes that make the game easier to make the game simpler are available through optional in-app purchases. Each mode has separate rankings for full fair competition! GAME FEATURES ▶ HUGE CAR COLLECTION: Feel truly free driving 26 Awesome Cars ▶
DYNAMIC TRAFFIC: Deal with Real Traffic AI ▶ PRO PARKING MISSIONS: Huge campaign to beat, Due to your promotion ▶ 100% Free to Play Missions ▶ CONTROLS: Buttons, Wheel, Tilt &amp; MFi Game Controller Support ▶ CAMERAS: Multiple cameras including First Person view for full Dives Show/Hide Information Car Driving School Simulator – a realistic driving
school simulator designed to sequence driving skills and learning with road rules. BoomBit Games has a serious approach to learning – travel around the virtual city is filled with additional tasks, tips and recommendations. You will need to monitor speed, road position, actions of other drivers and selected tools. There will be no offers to plug in or turn on power signals. Well, in the
end - some exams related to car parking. Get behind the wheel and start your lessons in the city's most realistic driving simulator around! This is a game that will not only test your ability in controlling a car, but also require full attention to traffic rules. You'll have to watch out for stop signs, intersection lights, don't forget to use your tickles, turn on your hair where needed... If you're
looking for the most authentic driving experience, you've definitely come to the right place! After an exercise that will teach you all the rules in a closed training course you will enter a large, open place. Everything you've learned will be tested there in several missions that you'll approach in different cars. In addition, you can also compete with other people online in the free hosting
challenges!20 UNIQUE CARS Game has a really wide selection of cars. You'll need to show off your driving skills in several limousines, trucks, muscle cars, some 4x4s, buses and – for the top – powerful supercars. REALISTIC TRAFFIC Driving around the city is a challenge in itself, especially if you need to respond to the rules. But that's not all you're going to have to think about!
The areas you're about to cross around are populated by real traffic. Don't crash! ONLINE MULTIPLAYER FREE ROAMING MODE When you are finished with all the missions in a single player or just looking for a dose change, you can try something different in our new multiplayer mode! There you will get points to drive according to the law and additional bonuses for collectors.
Compete with other players locally or globally over the Internet and see who is the best PLAY The main game mode is 100% FREE to play, all the way to the end, with no strings attached! Additional game modes that make the game easier to make the game simpler are available through optional in-app purchases. Each mode has separate rankings for full fair competition! GAME
FEATURESHUGE CAR COLLECTION: Feel truly free driving 20 Awesome CarsDYNAMIC TRAFFIC: Deal with Real Traffic AIPRO PARKING MISSIONS: Huge campaign to beat, earn in-game money for your progress100% Free to Play MissionsCONTROLS: Buttons, Wheel, Tilt &amp; MFi Controller Game SupportCAMERAS: Multiple cameras including First Person view for full
immersion– Winter is here! Most of the maps are covered with snow cover! Santa's back with Santa's sleigh! – With all this snow around pedestrians, they put on warmer clothes, and so should you! – Winter holiday decorations are everywhere! Can you spot everything? – Holiday season calls for Holiday Music! In the menu we changed our theme! Install the APK on your device.
com.boombitgames.DrivingSchoolParking folder android / obb copy in. Enter the game. Ovidiu Pop Android 5.0 + Version: 3.1.0 $0 Driving School Sim - 2020 (MOD, Unlimited Money) - a qualitative representative of such a genre as the parking simulator, of course this direction is quite widely represented on mobile platforms and most games are similar to each other. The creators
of Sim Driving School have decided to fully realize all the possibilities of gadgets as a result, taking into account the popular mechanics have created an impressive open world with the ability to interact with real players, dozens of different modes, hundreds of tasks and missions will notice the diversification of the gameplay. Special attention has been paid to the development and
different vehicles, so that you can drive from conventional cars to to-use vehicles, of course you can turn off any vehicle. Updated to version 3.1.0! OBB Installation Location -&gt; /sdcard/Android/obb/com.boombitgames.DrivingSchoolParking/How to configure OBB APK? Additional information Requires Android4.1 and Up Car Driving Simulator apk is a simulated driving game in
which a player can drive a car on the road like a car with manual transmission. The road conditions in the game fully simulate the actual road conditions. For a driver's license or a driver's license. People can feel like we're going down the road. In the driving school simulation game there are various tasks waiting for you, such as reversing to the warehouse, rectangular turn, car
tracking, etc., basically all the things you can learn at driving school. Players who can test their driver's license can test this game. -apkAward.cOm Razraботчик:BoomBit Games Button:5.0+ Language:MOD Размер:294.1 Mb Обновлено:26.12.2020 Samoууая версия:3.. 1.0 4.9 Скачать Car Driving School Simulator MOD евлокировано - Очень еаноистичная игра вы яты в
качестве в качестве и вам напоно показать свои анвыки янием. and rules on the road. Turn on your make-up and be careful that everything is very strict. Show how you can drive, after graduation, you'll open a place where you can pass by and you can really feel the strength of your car, change your car, participate in competitions with other players. Here you can download
completely free and free of registry, full versions of all games and programs on your android device, as well as MOD games. They're all perfectly safe because they're tested for viruses and functioning. Be sure to evaluate your score, this will help us to know your wishes. Settings.
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